
IELTS ACADEMIC WRITING GRAPH

The Writing Task 1 of the IELTS Academic test requires you to write a summary of at least words in response to a
particular graph (bar, line or pie graph).

Use this sample writing as a template for structure, key features and language for any IELTS line graph. Put
main trends and any other key features in an overall statement. The most noticeable trend is that burglary fell
dramatically over the period. Full Model Answer: The line graph compares the fast food consumption of
teenagers in Australia between and , a period of 25 years. As you can see, the focus is on fish and chips.
Where did the recors meet? Model answer The line graph illustrates the average cost that American customers
spent on mobile and landline phone services annually over a year period. Here is an example: Overall, the
consumption of fish and chips declined over the period, whereas the amount of pizza and hamburgers that
were eaten increased. This covers the main changes that took place over the whole period. Please see our Task
1 grammar guide for more ways to describe general trends. We are now ready to take our three main features
and add them to our overview paragraph. At the start of the period, butter was the most popular spread, which
was replaced by margarine from to , and following that low fat and reduced spreads became the most widely
used spread in the final years. Our overview paragraph will look like this: The most noticeable trend is that
burglary fell dramatically over the period. However, apart from a brief rise again from to , the consumption of
fish and chips gradually declined over the 25 year timescale to finish at just under  The key to organizing your
body paragraphs for an IELTS writing task 1 is to group data together where there are patterns. This does not
mean you should not mention the other two foods, as you should still make comparisons of the data as the
questions asks. You may sometimes see this overview as a conclusion. Here is an example of the first
paragraph: In , the most popular fast food with Australian teenagers was fish and chips, being eaten times a
year. Check paragraphing. What is the difference between initial and final figures? Check accuracy of the data
used. When you give the detail in your body paragraphs in your IELTS writing task 1, you must make
reference to the data. Recommended Tutorials. Meanwhile, spending on residential phone services
experienced a steep fall in and went on to steadily decrease for the rest of the period. Pizza consumption
increased gradually until it overtook the consumption of fish and chips in  On the other hand, the consumption
of low fats and reduced spreads only started in at about 10 grams. Look at the graph â€” what things are
similar and what things are different? An overview paragraph should normally be 2 sentences and state the
main features in general terms. Likewise, approximately 90 grams of margarine was eaten in the first year
after which the figure fluctuated slightly and dropped to a low of 40 grams in  Also, both of services met at the
same record in  Over ? Overall, the consumption of fish and chips declined over the period, whereas the
amount of pizza and hamburgers that were eaten increased. IELTS Line Graph Answer The line graph
illustrates the amount of three kinds of spreads margarine, low fat and reduced spreads and butter which were
consumed over 26 years from to  Check the draft essay above. This was far higher than Pizza and hamburgers,
which were consumed approximately 5 times a year. To do this you need to identify any similarities and
differences.


